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Crawford Technologies Inc. (CrawfordTech) provides award-winning innovative,
enterprise level, document and data solutions that streamline document processing
in all stages of the document life-cycle. CrawfordTech offers output management,
enterprise content management, and document accessibility solutions — all designed
to assist organizations in their path to digital enterprises. Our core expertise in
document re-engineering and process automation helps our customers navigate the
challenges of transforming technology solutions into desired business outcomes while
saving significant time and money.
CrawfordTech’s document reengineering solution, Operations Express, in conjunction
with our integration and automation platform, PRO Conductor, makes it easy to automate
and orchestrate every step of your CCM environment to reduce costs and improve
performance. Our solutions get the right data to the right process at the right time to
help save you money and time. CrawfordTech’s new PDF accelerator is a new offering
that speeds up PDF processing, expands output options and enables troublesome files
to be easily processed.
Operations Express is an advanced solution for re-engineering and enhancing existing
print streams to drive efficiencies without having to make expensive and time-consuming
upstream application changes. Ensure accurate results with piece level tracking by
easily adding barcodes and generating Mail Run Data Files (MRDF). Customers gain the
flexibility to consolidate work on fewer devices to optimize production while maximizing
utilization and savings.
PRO Conductor provides the visibility, insights, and controls needed to reduce manual
touchpoints, streamline onboarding, optimize workflows, and drive results across your
operation — all from a single dashboard. Real-time enterprise level tracking of files, jobs,
and postage drives greater productivity and SLA performance while piece-level tracking
enables automated reprints, accurate results, and proof of processing. Architected to
integrate existing software and hardware solutions, this platform helps avoid costly
implementations and realize a positive ROI.
CrawfordTech ’s +73 Net Promoter Score (NPS®) is a testament to the quality, timeliness,
and accuracy of support and professional services. Products and services are offered
directly and through a global network of partners.
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